CRAFT BEER GLASSES
TASTING APPROVED!
The glasses in this craft beer tasting kit have been
approved by an expert tasting panel of master brewers
and industry professionals.
Focusing on beer enjoyment, members of the tasting
workshop tested multiple glass shapes to find the best
glass for India Pale Ale, Wheat Beer and Stout.
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In the experts’ opinion, the custom-shaped glasses
deliver the complexity of aromas on the nose while
demonstrating the optimum beer texture, balance
and flavor intensity on the palate.
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Staying faithful to the spirit of Bavarian artisan
craftsmanship, we have created these unique, functional
glasses to bring out the best in complex craft beers. Like
our expert tasting panel, we believe that craft beers
deserve crafted glasses. Cheers!
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BENEFITS OF THE RIGHT SHAPE
AND PREMIUM MATERIAL
LASER CUT RIM:
Crisp, clean delivery in every sip

MOUTH OPENING:
Wide mouth allows drinker to „nose“ the beer
comfortably for hightened aroma and delivers
beer evenly across palate to enhance mouthfeel
and harmony of sweetness and acidity

BOWL:
Slender, bowed shape amplifies hops aroma
in collaboration with

THIN WALLS:
Maintains proper beer temperature longer

REFRESHER:
Wave-like ridges aerate beer into and out of
the glass to balance flavors as you drink

”We saw the opportunity to
create a glass with a worldclass company that was all
about championing the unique
liquid and the unique sort of
DNA of IPA´s and celebrate it.
In the first tasting I started frankly with skepticism that
we could start at that place and end with a glass that was
perfectly designed for IPA.
Basically what’s happing with the space is these ridges
help to aerate the beer on in the motion of the sip they’re
creating more surface area and more friction for the liquid
to move through and hit a solid on its way up so it is
breaking out more aromatics in that motion of bringing
the beer up as it is hitting each of these ridges. By shaping
this upper part kind of tall and slender and comes in. It
acts a sort of olfactory cannon that, kind of shoots the hop,
Sam Calagione, Dogfish Head Craft Brewery

concentrates it, pushes it towards your nose, doesn’t just
let it linger on the top of the beer in the glass.
Went from skepticism to evangelism and I was ready to
spread the word.“ By Sam Calagione

“ I’ve been drinking beer out of
Spiegelau Glasses for years.
Over the years we have really experimented a lot of
different glass shapes. The shape of the glass has a lot
to do with how it brings the aroma to your nose.
It is a noticeable improvement to drink beer out of
a glass that really brings that aroma to your nose as
you are drinking.
So a nice pour, this glass enhances the head, it has got
some nucleation on the bottom, which slowly releases
some of the CO2 bubbles as it sits and then the closed in
mouth necks down the aroma right in your nose. It really
Ken Grossman, Sierra Nevada Brewing Company

tastes wonderful.“ By Ken Grossmann
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IPA GLASS

In collaboration with two of the leading IPA brewers in
the United States, Sam Calagione of Dogfish Head and
Ken Grossman of Sierra Nevada, Spiegelau has created
the new standard for IPA beer glassware.
Designed to showcase the complex and alluring aromatic
profiles of American “hop-forward” IPA beers, preserve
a frothy head, enhance taste and mouthfeel, and present
a comfortably wide opening for the drinker to savor each
beer, Spiegelau’s latest design is the go-to vessel for
enjoying IPA.
499 13 82
IPA Glass
Height 186 mm – 7 1/3”
Vol 540 ml – 19 oz
ø 82 mm – 3 2/9”
Photobox Set of 4
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STOUT GLASS

Following in the footsteps of their hugely successful IPA
glass project, Spiegelau has partnered with two of the
leading Stout brewers in the United States, Left Hand
Brewing Company from Colorado and Rogue Ales from
Oregon to create the ultimate tool for enjoying Stout beer.
Expertly crafted, tested and approved, the Spiegelau
Stout Glass accentuates the roasted malt, rich coffee
and chocolate notes that define the Stout beer style
while maintaining the functional design characteristics
Spiegelau beer glassware has become known for.
499 13 81
Stout Glass
Height 180 mm – 7”
Vol 600 ml – 21 1/6 oz
ø 86 mm – 3 2/5”
Photobox Set of 4
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VIEW THE VIDEO

”A beer specific glass will help to enhance certain
components and really deliver the beer as we intend, so
I was thrilled to get the chance to work with Spiegelau.
It was a process of three separate rounds and we went
through a host of glasses. I really believe that we’ve
delivered the ultimate stout glass in the finished product.
Now that I drink our stouts out of this glass it’s almost
impossible to go back to a more standard pint glass.“
By Brett Joyce

Brett Joyce, Rogue Brewery

”I think we’re both pretty dub smacked at the difference
that the shape and form of the glass actually has on the
beer experience itself.“ By Eric Wallace
Eric Wallace, Left Hand Brewing Company

“ When presented with the idea
working with Spiegelau to
develop a unique glass, we
jumped at the chance.
Putting our beer into different glasses, smelling,
tasting from them, we learned a lot about what does
and what doesn’t work for wheat beer. It was a really
comprehensive and exciting process to be part of. We
craft beers that we’re proud of and so we want to make
sure that the consumer, the beer fan, the beer enthusiast
gets to taste it the way we intend it to. This glass really
provides a way for that.“ By Laura Bell
”Glassware is a really essential part of the beer-drinking
experience. When we drink beer we’re not just doing
taste. We got aroma, we got flavor, and we got a visual
Laura Bell, Bells Brewery

component of it. All the senses are fully engaged. So the
tasting process itself, as we started to look at different
designs, I was really surprised at the ability of this bellshaped Spiegelau glass, to both capture and focus those
flavors. There’s a reservoir of aroma, that’s just sitting in
there, just waiting to be enjoyed.“ By John Mallet
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AMERICAN WHEAT BEER/
WITBIER
In collaboration with one of the leading Wheat Beer
brewers in the United States, John Mallett and Laura Bell
from Bell‘s Brewery, Spiegelau created the newest Craft
Beer glass – setting the standard for Wheat Beer glassware.
This glass is designed to enhance the delicate, floral and
fruit scented aromatic profiles of American Wheat Beers
and Belgian Style Witbier, preserve a frothy head, improve
taste and mouth feel, while presenting a comfortably wide
opening for the drinker to savor each beer.

499 13 83
American Wheat Beer/Witbier
Height 170 mm – 6 2/3”
Vol 750 ml – 26 1/2 oz
ø 95 mm – 3 3/4”
Photobox Set of 4
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499 16 93
Craft Beer Tasting Kit
1x IPA Glass
1x American Wheat Beer/Witbier
1x Stout Glass
Photobox Set of 3

